For Generations
THE PREMIUM EUROPEAN APPLIANCE COLLECTION

ESTABLISHED 1984

Kleenmaid, time honoured
European design and
functionality, backed by a three
year warranty is simply the best
you can own. Since 1984.
6 compelling reasons why Kleenmaid Appliances
are the best you can own.
UNIQUE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

ECO RESPONSIBLE SENSITIVITY

The Kleenmaid appliance collection has been
developed with amazing new technologies
designed to perform their functions beyond
perfection and with exacting precision and
reliability. This means you can be assured that
every time you use a Kleenmaid appliance you
will experience welcomed satisfaction.

With the environment in mind all Kleenmaid
appliances are manufactured with optimum
focus on utilising recyclable materials and
employing every available technology to reduce
water and energy consumption, saving you
money and our precious environment.

Kleenmaid appliances are simply better.

STUNNING EUROPEAN STYLING
Enhancing the fabulous features of each
Kleenmaid appliance is its stunning, timeless
European design. Complementing beautiful
styling with enduring materials creates an
interior landscape that enhances good
architecture and the home environment.
In short, Kleenmaid appliances are beautiful
to behold.

THREE YEARS OF FACTORY
SUPPORTED WARRANTY
With a national, 24 hour response service
network backing your Kleenmaid appliance you
have the peace of mind knowing that should
anything go wrong that your appliance will be
skilfully supported by a fully trained technician
who embraces our ethos of exceeding your
expectations.

VALUE TO BE ENVIED
Never before have Kleenmaid appliances
represented such great value. Due to our
rigorous disciplines in the whole to market
processes and our exclusive sales network we
deliver a premium appliance collection which
reflects a true value investment.
Why pay more when you do not need to?

FOR GENERATIONS
Kleenmaid appliances have been serving
generations of Australian families for over 30
years and will continue to do so because we
are committed to providing only the best you
can own.
If the appliance you are considering is not as
good as a Kleenmaid and is not the best you
can own, why would you invest in it?
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Buying with quality and value in mind always
results in total fulfillment
Michelangelo was quoted as saying, “Trifles go
to make perfection, and perfection is no trifle”.
At Kleenmaid we strive for perfection in
everything we do.
We sincerely believe you will not find an
appliance of similar quality, features and
reputation, for better value, anywhere in
Australia.
It has long been understood that the
bitterness of poor quality remains, long after
the sweetness of low price is forgotten.
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A Kleenmaid appliance purchase represents
outstanding value, as it will provide you with
years of delightful performance at
a very reasonable price.
We invite you to compare our products for
value and features because we are sure you
will agree, there just isn’t a better decision
than owning a Kleenmaid appliance.
We believe we bring the best of all worlds to
you which is, premium products, outstanding
design and technical services with unrivaled
value for money.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Our products are designed with the
environment in mind as we keenly sense the
need to protect our wonderful world.
Water usage and energy consumption are all
considered when a Kleenmaid appliance is
designed and built.
Excellence is not an accident, at Kleenmaid we
create it.

RENOWNED FOR
QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Our products are manufactured to the highest
international manufacturing standards using
only the best quality materials, and have rightly
earned the reputation in Australia as being…
the best you can own.
Each and every Kleenmaid appliance is tested
before it leaves the factory to ensure that it
reaches you in perfect condition.

OUR 3 YEAR WARRANTY
All our appliances are covered by our 3 year full
parts and labour warranty and are supported
by our highly skilled, 24 hour response national
service network.

AN AUSTRALIAN ICON
The Kleenmaid brand was established in
Australia in 1984 and since then has been loved
by generations of Australian families and we
are proud to say that we are a 100% Australian
owned company.

Models pictured on the previous page, twin Black Krystal OMF6022 ovens (bottom)
Combi Microwave and Combi Steam ovens (top), GCT9020 gas cooktop
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COOKTOPS
traditional gas 

24

COOKTOPS
electric – induction & ceramic 

34

RANGEHOODS
providing a safe environment 

42

DISHWASHERS
fully integrated and freestanding 

52

BUILT IN VACUUM CASSETTE59
LAUNDRY
washing machine and dryer

60
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nature grows it, we enhance it, so you enjoy it

OVENS
45 / 60 / 90 cm

Inviting you to enjoy the
Kleenmaid Experience.
Throughout Australia we have aligned
the Kleenmaid appliance collection with
specially selected retail partners who
we call, “Kleenmaid Galleries”.
Dedicated Kleenmaid gallery staff are
waiting to inspire you with their
appliance demonstrations.
You are welcome to enjoy a Kleenmaid
experience by visiting one of our galleries
listed on our website
www.kleenmaid.com.au
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OVENS

45/ 60/ 90 cm

The world is not uniform, personalities
differ and our individual needs require
responses in multiple dimensions. The
Kleenmaid oven range offers multiple
options to cater to the varying needs of
every family and kitchen.
With solutions in terms of simple functions
to intuitive advanced cooking controls,
there is a Kleenmaid oven perfectly suited
to your every need.
There are three standard sizes 45cm,
60cm, and 90cm, with advanced features
such as energy saving Hydrolytic®
self cleaning, fast pre-heat boost and
safety cool door to protect even the most
delicate little hands.
® Registered

trademark
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01

INTELLI-LOGIC DISPLAY
Multifunction, easy to use and read digital displays

02

K-touch ICON CONTROLLER
Full colour, modifiable control centre

03

COMBI STEAM OVEN
Accessories for steam oven including 2 telescopic shelves and meat probe

04

COMBI MICROWAVE OVEN
Accessories for microwave oven, 46 litre capacity

05

HUGE CAPACITY – OMF9022
Up to 133 litres of cooking capacity

06

AUTOMATIC COOKING PROGRAMMES
Preset programmes for cooking meals to perfection

THERMAflow8
THERMAflow8 combines a uniquely engineered fan blade profile with
a highly efficient fan shield design. Laboratory tests have shown that
THERMAflow8 evenly delivers heated air throughout 8 zones within the oven
for consistent, even cooking, whilst using substantially less energy than
traditional technology.

ECO RESIDUAL HEAT
The Eco Residual Heat function is designed to reduce energy costs. When
activated it turns off all the engaged heating elements five minutes before
the end cooking time using the residual heat in the oven to complete the
cooking function.

BOOST & AUTO BOOST
Depending on the model Boost and Auto Boost are fantastic time savers.
The boost features engage all the heating elements in the oven in order
to rapidly bring your oven to the operating temperature. Once the desired
temperature is achieved the elements which are not to be employed switch
off leaving only the elements needed for the chosen cooking function. In
some models using a boost function can see 150°C achieved in 4 minutes.
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CLEAN


H

®

H2O CLEAN
H2o Hydrolytic cleaning is for the ease of cleaning the internal racks. The
Kleenmaid H series ovens incorporate Kleenmaid’s Hydrolytic cleaning
technology. Cleaning is completed in 30 minutes using 500mls of water and
by engaging the clean function.

THERMAL REFLECTIVE GLASS
Kleenmaid’s thermal reflective glass ensues the heat is retained within the
oven and not lost through the glass.

Not all features depicted are available on all models.
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01

02

03

04

05

06

TELESCOPIC GUIDES
01
	Fully extendable telescopic guides
FAN SHIELD
02
	Uniquely designed fan shield providing more efficient air distribution for
better cooking
03

MEAT PROBE
Meat Probe for measuring the core temperature of foods for cooking to taste

04

REMOVABLE DOORS AND GLASS PANELS
For easy cleaning the oven door and glass panes are removable

05

COMFORT GRIP CONTROL KNOBS
Ergonomic stainless steel comfort grip knobs and sturdy bow handle

06

ULTRA GOURMET TRAYS
For healthier and tastier non stick cooking

Ezy

Kleen

EzyKleen
Kleenmaid’s EzyKleen, Oleophobic, (oil repelling) enamels make the need
for Pyrolytic cleaning technology obsolete. Ovens with EzyKleen enamels
are safer as they are Nickel free and non-toxic. They are cheaper as the
cleaning cycle is only 30 minutes not 3 hours so they use less energy.
Lower cleaning temperatures of 250°C as opposed to 470°C means less
wear on oven electronics and hardware.
ULTRA GOURMET TRAYS
The Ultra Gourmet cooking tray’s hexagonal structure is the solution to
preparing healthier and tastier meals. The special honeycomb surface allows
hot air to cook from beneath the food and avoids scorching and burning.
Foods do not stick to the surface or cook in their own fat.

AUTO PAUSE/RESUME
The Auto Pause and Resume feature is a safety first. The fan and all
elements switch off automatically when the door is opened avoiding the
hot air being blown out of the oven. When the door is closed the fan and all
previously engaged elements resume their preset function.

+C

+C ASSISTED CLEANING
For all non-Hydrolytic ovens cleaning is conducted by engaging the cleaning
function. The oven is heated to 250°C for 30 minutes and due to the
EzyKleen enamel will facilitate low energy cleaning.

Not all features depicted are available on all models.
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K-touch HYDROLYTIC® CONVECTION & STEAM OVEN 60CM – OMFHS6010

+C

Auto Boost

Assisted
Cleaning

min.

40

600

560

560

560

595

600

min. 38

560

579

587

557

595
53

4
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General


• XL 75 litre
20

CLEAN

• K-touch multifunction
oven
Auto Boost
Finger
print
resistant
stainless
steel
• Flame
Safe
Hydrolytic
AutoAssisted
re-ignition
Cleaning
Cleaning
• Bi level internal lighting
Features
• 20 functions including “PIZZA” and “BREAD”
• 24 auto traditional cooking programmes
• 10 auto steam cooking programmes
• Energy efficient Class A
• Eco residual heat function
• Drop down grill
• Auto Boost 150° in 4 mins
• Food warming
• Dough proving
• Auto pause and resume
• Power saver mode
• Hydrolytic® Cleaning
• Meat Probe
• Set temperature progress indicator
• Cooking Cavity with EzyKleen enamel
• Alarm clock function
Safety and convenience
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Fully removable door
• Adjustable volume alert tones
• Safety auto shut-down system
• Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Fully removable glass panes
• Open door alert
• Child safety lock on controls
• Residual heat indicator
Standard accessories
• 1 Ultra gourmet baking tray
• 1 Ultra gourmet roasting tray
• 1 Stainless Steel Steaming tray
• 1 Stainless Steel Perforated
Steaming tray
• 2 multi adjustable fully extendable
telescopic guides
• 1 metal grill

H

+C

Ezy

Kleen
EzyKleen
Enamel
Flame
Safe
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free
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CLEAN


® Registered
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Steam generator

Dropdown grill

Ez

H

Kle

Hydrolytic
Hydrolytic
Cleaning
Cleaning

Auto re-ignition
Traditional
cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Pastry:
lower heating element

Lighting

Fan
lower
Fan forced
forced lower
heating
element
heating element

Baking: fan forced

Full Grill

Browning:
upper heating element

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Defrosting: fan

Double
Grill
Double Grill

Slow Cooking
Cooking
Slow
Food Warming
Warming
Food

Gratin:
ventilated grill

MeatProbe
Probe
Meat

Eco Residual Heat
Function

Auto Boost

Auto Pause/Resume

Ultra Gourmet Trays

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

Static Steam
Cooking

Plus Steam

Thermal
Reflective Glass

80º

H2o Hydrolytic® cleaning. For the ease of cleaning the internal racks, the Kleenmaid H series ovens
incorporate Kleenmaid’s Hydrolytic® cleaning technology.
Cleaning is completed in 30 minutes using 500mls of water and by engaging the clean function.

Fully removable glass panels

®

EzyKlee
Non-toxic

K-touch HYDROLYTIC® OVEN 60CM – MODEL OMFH6010

+C

Auto Boost

Assisted
Cleaning

min.

40

600

560

560

560

595

600

min. 38

560

579

587

557

595
53

General


• XL 75 litre
20

CLEAN

oven
• K-touch multifunction
Auto Boost
• Flame
Finger
print
resistant
stainless
steel
Safe
Hydrolytic
AutoAssisted
re-ignition
Cleaning
Cleaning
• Bi level internal lighting
Features
• 22 functions including “PIZZA” and “BREAD”
• 25 auto cooking programmes
• Energy efficient Class A-20%
• Eco residual heat function
• Drop down grill
• Auto Boost 150° in 4 mins
• Food warming
• Dough proving
• Auto pause and resume
• Power saver mode
• Hydrolytic® Cleaning
• Meat Probe
• Rotisserie, Standard and Turbo
• Set temperature progress indicator
• Cooking Cavity with EzyKleen enamel
• Alarm clock function
Safety and convenience
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Fully removable door
• Adjustable volume alert tones
• Safety auto shut-down system
• Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Fully removable glass panes
• Open door alert
• Child safety lock on controls
• Residual heat indicator
Standard accessories
• 1 Ultra gourmet baking tray
• 1 Ultra gourmet roasting tray
• 2 multi adjustable fully extendable
telescopic guides
• 1 metal grill

H

+C

Ezy

Kleen
EzyKleen
Enamel
Flame
Safe
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free
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CLEAN


®

Ez

H

Kle

Hydrolytic
Hydrolytic
Cleaning
Cleaning

Auto re-ignition
Traditional
cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Pastry:
lower heating element

Lighting

Fan
lower
Fan forced
forced lower
heating
element
heating element

Baking: fan forced

Full Grill

Browning:
upper heating element

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Defrosting: fan

Double
Grill
Double Grill

EzyKlee
Non-toxic

80º
eRotisserie
iressitoR

Gratin:
ventilated grill

Turbo Rotisserie

MeatProbe
Probe
Meat

Eco Residual Heat
Function

Auto Pause/Resume

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

Thermal
Reflective Glass

Slow Cooking
Cooking
Slow
Food Warming
Warming
Food

Auto Boost

Ultra Gourmet Trays

4

26

H2o Hydrolytic® cleaning. For the ease of cleaning the internal racks, the Kleenmaid H series ovens
incorporate Kleenmaid’s Hydrolytic® cleaning technology.
Cleaning is completed in 30 minutes using 500mls of water and by engaging the clean function.

Rotisserie

® Registered

Rapid preheating

Large capacity

trademark
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MULTIFUNCTION OVEN 90CM – MODEL OMF9022

Auto Boost

+C
Assisted
Cleaning

Our unique EzyKleen oven enamel is Oleophobic, meaning it repels oils.
Due to the EzyKleen enamel in this oven, it can be easily cleaned by engaging
the ‘Assisted Cleaning’ function.
‘Assisted Cleaning’ uses substantially less energy when compared to other in
built cleaning functions resulting in reductions in energy costs and time.

General

• Multifunction electronically
controlled

20

CLEAN
• Finger print resistant
Stainless Steel

XXXL
133-litre Hydrolytic
• Flame
Safe
Auto re-ignition
Cleaning lighting
• Dual point, high mount
Features
• 	15 functions including “PIZZA” and “BREAD”
• Electronic Intelli-Logic touch controls
• Cooking cavity with EzyKleen enamel
• Energy efficiency Class A
• Boost rapid heating + Power save mode
• Preset temperatures per function
• Meat Probe + Rotisserie
• Set temperature progress indicator
• Alarm clock function
Safety and Convenience
• 	Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Fully removable door
• Adjustable volume alert tones
• Fully removable glass panes
• Child safety lock and Pause function
• Residual heat indicator
• Temperature-dependent shut off timer
Standard accessories
• 1 tray with EzyKleen enamel
• 2 metal grills, 1 grill pan set
• 	 2 fully extendable telescopic guides

H

MULTIFUNCTION OVEN 60CM – MODEL OMF6022

Auto Boost

+C
Assisted
Cleaning

Our unique EzyKleen oven enamel is Oleophobic, meaning it repels oils.
Due to the EzyKleen enamel in this oven, it can be easily cleaned by engaging
the ‘Assisted Cleaning’ function.
‘Assisted Cleaning’ uses substantially less energy when compared to other in
built cleaning functions resulting in reductions in energy costs and time.
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General

• Multifunction electronically
controlled

20

CLEAN
• Finger print resistant
Stainless Steel

XXLSafe
82-litre Hydrolytic
• Flame
Auto re-ignition
Cleaning
• Dual point, high mount
lighting
Features
• 	14 functions including “PIZZA” and “BREAD”
• Electronic Intelli-Logic touch controls
• Cooking cavity with EzyKleen enamel
• Energy efficiency Class A
• Boost rapid heating + Power save mode
• Preset temperatures per function
• Meat Probe
• Set temperature progress indicator
• Alarm clock function
Safety and Convenience
• 	Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Fully removable door
• Adjustable volume alert tones
• Fully removable glass panes
• Child safety lock and Pause cooking function
• Residual heat indicator
• Temperature-dependent shut off timer
Standard accessories
• 1 tray with EzyKleen enamel
• 2 metal grills, 1 grill pan set
• 	 2 fully extendable telescopic guides

H

Ezy

Kleen
EzyKleen Enamel
Traditional cooking:
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Lighting

Fan forced
forced lower
Fan
lower
heating element
element
heating

Auto Boost

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

+C

Full Grill

Browning:
upper heating element

Assisted
Cleaning
Assisted
Cleaning

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Defrosting: fan

Double
Grill
Double Grill

Flame Saf

80º
eRotisserie
iressitoR

Slow Cooking
Cooking
Slow
Food Warming
Warming
Food

Boost Rapid Heating

Meat Probe

THERMAflow8
THERMAflow8

Thermal
Reflective Glass

Meat Probe

Ezy

Kleen
EzyKleen Enamel
Traditional cooking:
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Lighting

Fan forced
forced lower
Fan
lower
heating element
element
heating

Auto Boost

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

+C

Full Grill

Browning:
upper heating element

Assisted
Cleaning
Assisted
Cleaning

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Defrosting: fan

Double
Grill
Double Grill

80º
SlowCooking
Cooking
Slow
Food Warming
Food Warming

Boost Rapid Heating

Thermal
Reflective Glass

Child Safety Lock

Meat Probe

Meat Probe

Flame Saf

MULTIFUNCTION OVEN 60CM – MODEL OMF6021

+C

Auto Boost

Assisted
Cleaning

General

• Multifunction electronically
controlled

20

CLEAN
• Finger print resistant
Stainless Steel

• Flame
XXLSafe
82-litre Hydrolytic
Auto re-ignition
• Single point, highCleaning
mount lighting
Features
• Stainless Steel Comfort Grip knobs
• 	 10 functions including
“PIZZA” and “BREAD”
• Touch control electronic timer and clock
• Cooking cavity with EzyKleen enamel
• Energy efficiency Class A
Safety and Convenience
• 	 Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Fully removable door
• Adjustable volume alert tones
• Fully removable glass panes
• Child safety lock on timer
Standard accessories
• 1 tray with EzyKleen enamel
• 2 metal grills
• 1 grill pan set
• 	 2 fully extendable telescopic guides

H

Ezy

Kleen
EzyKleen Enamel
Traditional cooking:
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Lighting

Gratin:
ventilated grill

Auto Boost

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

+C

Full Grill

Browning:
upper heating element

Cleaning
Assisted
Assisted
Cleaning

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Defrosting: fan

Thermal
Reflective Glass

Flame Saf

Child Safety Lock

Our unique EzyKleen oven enamel is Oleophobic, meaning it repels oils.
Due to the EzyKleen enamel in this oven, it can be easily cleaned by engaging the ‘Assisted Cleaning’ function.
‘Assisted Cleaning’ uses substantially less energy when compared to other in built cleaning functions resulting
in reductions in energy costs and time.

MULTIFUNCTION OVEN 60CM – MODEL OMF6030

min.

40

600

560

560

560

595

600

min. 38

560

General
• Multifunction electronicically controlled
• XL 75 litre
• Single point, high mount lighting
Features
• 	 Push pull knobs
• 	 Boost rapid heating
• 	 10 functions
• 	 1 Ezy Flex fully extendable telescopic guide
• Touch control, electronic timer and clock
• Cooking cavity with EzyKleen
• Energy efficient Class A-20%
Safety
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• 	 Safe door with 3 sheets of
hypothermic glass
• Fully removable door
• Lock on electronic timer
Standard accessories
• 1 Ultra Gourmet baking tray
with wire grilling insert
• 2 metal grills

Ezy

Kleen
Ezy Kleen
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free
Enamel

Defrosting: fan

Double Grill

Full Grill

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

Traditional cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Boost Rapid Heating

Fan Assisted
Double Grill

Fan
lower
Fan forced
forced lower
heating
element
heating element

Child Safety Lock

Ultra Gourmet Trays

Lighting

Double Grill

579

587

557

595
53
26

4

Thermal
Reflective Glass
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MULTIFUNCTION OVEN 60CM – MODEL KCOMF6012K

min.

General
• Multifunction electronicically controlled
• XL 75 litre
• Single point, high mount lighting
Features
• 	 Push pull knobs
• 	 8 functions
• Touch control, electronic timer and clock
• Cooking cavity with EzyKleen
• Energy efficient Class A-20%
Safety
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• 	 Safe door with 3 sheets of
hypothermic glass
• Fully removable door
• Lock on electronic timer
Standard accessories
• 1 Ultra Gourmet baking tray
• 2 metal grills

40

600

600

min. 38

560

Ezy

Kleen
Ezy Kleen
EzyKleen
Enamel
Non-toxic,
Nickel-Free
Enamel

Defrosting: fan

Double Grill

Full Grill

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

Traditional cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Fan forced
forced lower
Fan
lower
heating element
heating
element

Ultra Gourmet Trays

Thermal
Reflective Glass

Fan Assisted
Double Grill

Child Safety Lock

Lighting

Double Grill

560

560

595

560

579

587

557

595
53

4
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MULTIFUNCTION CULINARY DRAWER 15CM – MODEL WD14010

56

2

4

140

145

55

4

59

54

0

22
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General
• 	15cm
• Operated via a tangential fan
• Stainless Steel, Touch-Proof
• Completely-extractable drawer
• Tempered glass internal surface
• Easy-Touch opening
Features
• Preheating of crockery
• Preheating of coffee cups
• Food drying
• 	Maintaining the temperature of cooked foods
• Defrosting
• Leavening dough
• Slow cooking at 70°C
• 	Thermostat adjustable from 30°C to 70°C
• Operating indicator light
Safety and Convenience
• Cold front

MULTIFUNCTION FREESTANDING DUAL FUEL OVEN 90CM – MODEL OFS9020

903

General
• XXL 109 litre capacity
• Dual fuel, multifunction oven with
5 burner gas cooktop
• Stainless steel construction
Features
• 	 10 functions
• 	 Dual point lighting
• 	 Electronic timer and clock
• 	 5 burner gas hob including 3.5kW wok
• 	 Cast Iron pan supports
• 	 Under knob auto ignition
• 	 Large storage drawer
Safety
• Safe door with 3 sheets of hypothermic glass
• Flame Safe protection
• Tangential cooling fan
Standard accessories
• 2 wire racks
• Baking tray with wire insert
• Baking tray handle
• LPG conversion kit
• 2 fully extendable telescopic shelves

Flame Safe

Flame Safe

Traditional cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Gratin:
ventilated grill

Lighting

Fan assisted lower
heating element

Natural Gas
and LPG

Defrosting: fan

Fan assisted upper
heating element

Pastry:
lower heating element

Baking: fan forced

Browning:
upper heating element

Full Grill

Models pictured below, SO4520 Combi Steam oven (top), OMF6021 Multifunction oven (bottom)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

OMFHS6010

OMFH6010

OMF9022

OMF6022

OMF6021

OMF6030

KCOMF6012K

OFS9020

Product type

Hydrolytic oven

Hydrolytic oven

electric oven

electric oven

electric oven

electric oven

electric oven

electric oven

60 cm

60 cm

90 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

90 cm

20

22

15

14

10

10

8

10

2 Bi Level

2 Bi Level

2

2

X

X

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ECO Residual Heat Function

X

X

Auto Steam Functions

10

Browning: Upper heating element

X

X

X

X
X

Size

®

®

Functions
Cooking functions
Light
Traditional: Upper + lower
heating element PIZZA & BREAD

X

Pastry: Lower heating element

X

X

X

X

Single grill

X

X

X

X

Double grill

X

X

X

X

Gratin: Ventilated grilll

X

X

Drop down grill

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

+ turbo

+ turbo

Automatic cooking programmes

24

25

Baking Fan Forced

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Intensive cooking: upper + lower
+ fan

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Rotisserie

Defrosting: fan

X

X

Slow cooking / Food Warming

X

X

X

Fan + lower heating element
Fan + upper heating element

X

Boost Rapid Heating

AUTO

AUTO

X

X

Hydrolytic ® Cleaning

X

X

Auto pause resume

X

X

X

X

Meat probe

X

X

X

X

Pre-set temperatures
for each function

X

X

X

X

Temperature increase display
(25% step)

X

X

X

X

Electronic time, temperature and
function display

X

X

X

X

Electronic timer and clock

X

X

X

All-glass inner door

X

X

X

EzyKleen enamel

X

X

K-touch

K-touch

+C Assisted Cleaning

X

X

Other features:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

PUSH PULL

PUSH PULL

82

75

75

Controls
Touch control
knobs + electronic touch timer
Cavity volume
Gross Internal volume (l)

75

75

133

82

109

Gas top
Front Right semi-rapid 1.75kW

X

Rear Right semi-rapid 1.75kW

X

Centre wok 3.5kW

X

Front Left auxiliary 1kW

X

Rear Left semi-rapid 3.5kW

X

®
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Registered trademark

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

OMFHS6010

OMFH6010

OMF9022

OMF6022

OMF6021

OMF6030

2 ADJUSTABLE

2 ADJUSTABLE

2

2

2

1

Grill pan set

1 ULTRA
GOURMET

1 ULTRA
GOURMET

1

1

1

1 ULTRA
GOURMET

Baking / Roasting Tray

1 ULTRA
GOURMET

1 ULTRA
GOURMET

KCOMF6012K

OFS9020

Accessories
Total-extendable
telescopic guides

2
1 ULTRA
GOURMET

1

Grill rack

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Lamps

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

Safety and convenience
Tangential cooling ventilation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No. of glass
sheets oven door

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Child safety lock

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fully removable door
+ glass panes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Adjustable volume alert tones

X

X

X

X

X

Maximum temperature
(cooking + cleaning)

280°C

280°C

270°C

270°C

270°C

270°C

270°C

250°C

Grill power (W)

2000

2000

2500

1800

1800

2000

2000

2400

Technical characteristics

3100

3100

4000

3400

2200

3100

3100

2650

Power supply (V/Hz)

Max absorbed power(W)

230/50

230/50

230/50

230/50

230/50

230/50

250/50

230/50

Power supply cord

15A

15A

wired in

15A

15A

15A

15A

wired in

Dimensions
Width (mm)

595

595

895

595

595

595

595

903

Height (mm)

595

595

595

595

595

595

595

948

Depth (mm)

575

575

546

549

549

545

575

650

560 x 595 x 560

560 x 595 x 560

862 x 585 x 560

560 x 585 x 560

560 x 585 x 560

560 x 585 x 560

560 x 595 x 560

Built-in Compartment
(WxHxD) (mm)

With Kleenmaid you enjoy your cooking
you don’t endure it!
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455

452 min.

COMBI STEAM OVEN – MODEL SO4520

24

General
• 46 litre oven capacity
• Electronic multifunction combi steam oven
• Finger print resistant stainless steel trim
• Cooking cavity stainless steel
Features
• 12 traditional cooking functions
• 4 steam cooking functions
• Combined steam and traditional cooking
• Meat Probe cooking
• Electronic temperature control
• Electronic timer and clock
• Internal light
Safety and Convenience
• Tangential cooling ventilation fan
• Comfort grip knobs and touch sensor controls
• Safety auto shut-down system
• Residual heat indicator
• Cool door safety
• Child safety lock on controls
• Removable door and internal glass panes
Standard accessories
• 2 fully extendable telescopic guides
• 1 stainless steel shallow and 1 deep tray
• 1 stainless steel perforated tray
• 1 metal grill
Combine with:
• Multifunction Culinary Drawer WD14010
(see page 16)

Baking: fan forced

Fan
lower
Fan forced
forced lower
heating
element
heating element

Fan forced upper
heating element

Gratin:
ventilated grill

Fan assisted lower
heating element

Intensive cooking:
upper + lower heating
elements + fan

Traditional cooking:
upper and lower
heating elements
Pizza and Bread

Pastry:
lower heating element

Full Grill

80º
Defrosting: fan

SlowCooking
Cooking
Slow
FoodWarming
Warming
Food

Lighting

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

130 C
Static Steam
Cooking

455

452 min.

COMBI MICROWAVE OVEN – MODEL MW4520

24
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Thermal
Reflective Glass

Steam/Fan
Cooking

General
• 46 litre oven capacity
• Electronic multifunction combi microwave oven
• Finger print resistant stainless steel trim
Baking: fan forced
• Cooking cavity stainless steel
Features
• 4 microwave combi functions
• 4 traditional cooking functions
• 13 automatic cooking programmes
Full Grill
• 2 automatic defrost programmes
• Boost rapid heating
• 5 microwave power levels
• Electronic temperature control
• Internal light
Defrost by
weight
Safety and Convenience
• Comfort grip knobs and touch sensor controls
• Tangential cooling ventilation
• Safety auto shut-down system
• Cool door safety
Child Safety Lock
• Child safety lock on controls
Standard accessories
• 1 enamelled turntable/grill pan
• 2 elevated grilling racks
• 1 glass baking tray
• 1 wire rack for glass tray
Combine with:
• Multifunction Culinary Drawer WD14010 (see page 16)

Meat Probe

Meat Probe

Static Steam
Cooking

100 C
Sanitation Clean

Steam/Fan
Cooking

Steam Puff

Fan
lower
Fan forced
forced lower
heating
element
heating element

Gratin:
ventilated grill

Boost Rapid Heating

Lighting

Defrost by
time

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

BUILT IN MICROWAVE QUARTZ GRILL OVEN – MODEL MWG4512
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESCT Electronic Sensor Touch Controls
Electronic opening door
Stainless steel finish 25 litre capacity
Easy to clean quartz grill
8 pre-set cooking programmes
Automatic multi-stage cooking
5 microwave power settings max of 900W
1,000W grill power
Microwave Quick-Start function
2 defrost functions, time/weight
2 microwave/grill combi functions
Child safety lock on controls

Full Grill

Lighting

Defrost by
weight

Defrost by
time

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

Child Safety Lock

Full Grill

Lighting

Defrost by
weight

Defrost by
time

Automatic Cooking
Programmes

Child Safety Lock

NOTE: AS THIS MICROWAVE IS A BUILT IN MODEL
NO TRIM KIT IS REQUIRED

BUILT IN MICROWAVE GRILL – MODEL MWG4511
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piano Black finish 28 litre capacity
Easy to clean grill
8 pre-set cooking programmes
Automatic multi-stage cooking
5 microwave power settings max of 900W
1,100W grill power
Microwave Quick-Start function
2 defrost functions, time/weight
2 microwave/grill combi functions
Child safety lock on controls

NOTE: AS THIS MICROWAVE IS A BUILT IN MODEL
NO TRIM KIT IS REQUIRED
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
COMBI STEAM OVEN
Size:

SO4520
45 cm

General characteristics

COMBI MICROWAVE OVEN
Size:

45 cm

General characteristics

Stainless steel cavity

x

Stainless steel cavity

x

Sensor Touch controls

x

Sensor touch controls

x

Comfort grip knobs

x

Comfort grip knobs

x

Volume (l)

46

Volume (l)

46

Timer (min)

x

Rotating plate Ø (cm)

36

End-of-cooking signal

x

Timer (min)

x

Digital clock

x

End-of-cooking signal

x

No. Functions

19

Digital clock

x

Oven light

x

Type of cooking

Baking – fan forced

x

Microwave

Intensive cooking

x

Microwave power level

Gratin ventilated grill

x

Grill

x

Grill

x

Microwave + grill

x

Steam 100°C with and without fan

x

Traditional convection oven

x

Steam 130°C with and without fan

x

Microwave + traditional convection

x

Steam puff 100°C

x

No. Functions

11

Sanitation clean function

x

Oven light

x

Fan forced lower heating element

x

Baking fan forced

x

Defrost

x

Fan forced lower heating element

x

Fan assisted lower heating element

x

Boost rapid heating

x

Traditional cooking, pizza and bread

x

Gratin ventilated grill

x

Pastry lower heating element

x

Grill

x

Slow cooking food warming

x

Defrosting by time and by weight

x

Meat probe

x

Traditional microwave

x

Fan forced with upper heating element

x

Microwave + grill

x

Microwave + traditional convection

x
13

Safety

x
adjustable

No. of oven-door glass

3

Automatic cooking programmes

Tangential cooling ventilation

x

Safety

Child safety lock on controls

x

No. of oven-door glass

3

Accessories

Tangential cooling ventilation

x

Stainless steel perforated tray

1

Child safety lock on controls

x

Metal grill

1

Accessories

Stainless steel shallow tray

1

Heat proof glass tray

1

Removable 1l tank

x

Enameled turn table grill pan

1

Fully extendable telescopic guide

2

Elevated grilling racks

2

Metal grill

1

Light

1

Electrical characteristics
Power supply (V/Hz)

230/50

Steam generator (W)

1200

Technical characteristics

Grill power (W)

1500

Microwave power (W)

900

Ventilated power (W)

1500

Grill power (W)

1750

Power supply cord

15A

Ventilated power (W)

1750

Power supply (V/Hz)

230/50
15A

Dimensions
Width (mm)

595

Power supply cord

Height (mm)

455

Dimensions

545

Width (mm)

594

560 x 452 x 560

Height (mm)

455

Depth (mm)
Built-in Compartment (WxHxD) (mm)

Depth (mm)
Built-in Compartment (LxHxD) (mm)
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MW4520

568
560 x 450 x 550

MULTI STAGE MICROWAVE GRILL

MWG4512

MWG4511

39 cm

39 cm

Stainless steel cavity

x

x

Electronic sensor touch controls

x

Size:
General characteristics

Control knobs

x

Volume (l)

25

28

Rotating plate Ø (cm)

32

32

Timer (min)

x

x

End-of-cooking signal

x

x

Digital clock

x

x

Electronic opening door

x

Type of cooking
Microwave

x

x

Microwave power 5 levels max

900W

900W

Grill

1000W

1100W

Microwave + grill

x

x

No. Functions

12

12

Oven light

x

x

Automatic multi stage cooking

x

x

quartz

traditional

Defrosting by time

x

x

Defrosting by weight

x

x

Microwave quick start

x

x

Microwave + grill

x

x

Automatic cooking programmes

8

8

x

x

Glass turn table

1

1

Elevated grilling racks

2

2

Light

1

1

Grill

Safety
Child safety lock on controls
Accessories

Technical characteristics
Microwave power (W)

900

900

Grill power (W)

1000

1100

Power supply (V/Hz)

230/50

230/50

Power supply cord

10A

10A

Width (mm)

594

594

Height (mm)

388

388

Dimensions

Depth (mm)
Built-in Compartment (LxHxD) (mm)

405

405

560 x 380 x 510

560 x 380 x 510
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COOKTOPS

traditional gas

Traditional gas cooking is definitely a
favourite with many great chefs and a
cooking appliance collection would not be
complete without it.
However at Kleenmaid, we have redefined
gas cooking with our amazing new ESTC
(Electronic Sensor Touch Controls) which
bring a level of versatility and a suite
of unique features unheard of in gas
appliances in Australia.
The list of features include safety
elements such as FlameSafe which shuts
down the appliance’s operation should
the flame be prematurely extinguished.
Programmable long cooking functions
allow you to set and forget. Child safety
lock, and ultra sensitive low temperature
settings, for delicate cooking such as
chocolate melting.
Gas cooking has just entered
the next generation with
Kleenmaid innovation.

26

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

01

ESTC – ELECTRONIC SENSOR TOUCH CONTROLS
Touch control panel with multiple functions

02

COMFORT GRIP CONTROL KNOBS
Stainless steel, easy to operate for precise flame control

03

INDICATOR LIGHT
Residual-heat indicator light

04

CAST-IRON ADAPTER
Cast-iron adapter for dual wok burner

05

FLUSH MOUNT
All models allow flush or semiflush bench top mounting

06

WOK BURNER
Dual-ring wok burner

07

USH CAST IRON PAN SUPPORTS
USH Ultimate Stability and Height cast iron pan supports

SAFETY
08
	Burners with safety ignition, automatic relighting and flame safe protection

EASY ACCESS SERVICING
EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s working parts
from below avoiding the need of removing the cooktop from the bench
for servicing.
E A S

Easy Access
Servicing

Auto Boost

FLAME SAFE
Flame
Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and terminates the

 operation should the flame prematurely extinguish.
appliance’s

+C
Assisted
Cleaning

Ezy

20

H


Kleen

CLEAN

Flame Safe

Hydrolytic
Cleaning

Auto re-ignition

EzyKleen Enamel
Non-toxic, Nickel-Free

ULTIMATE STABILITY AND HEIGHT PAN
*USH, Ultimate Stability and Height pan supports are designed to maximise
the heat transfer to the cooking surface whilst reducing Carbon
Monoxide emissions.

Not all features depicted are available on all models.
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GAS COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL GCT6020
• Slimline stainless steel construction
• Flush mount, built in gas cooktop
• USH commercial grade, cast iron, pan supports*
• 	4 burners including a 3.8kW double ring wok burner
• Electronic, one touch, under knob, automatic ignition
• 	Comfort Grip stainless steel control knobs,
front mounted
• Flame Safe protection*
• Easy Access Servicing*

E A S

Easy Access
Servicing

0

Natural Gas
and LPG

59

51

0

Above top

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and
terminates the appliance’s operation should the flame
prematurely extinguish.
*USH, Ultimate Stability and Height pan supports are designed
to maximise the heat transfer to the cooking surface whilst
reducing Carbon Monoxide emissions.

55
56

0

0

48

*EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s
working parts from below avoiding the need of removing the
cooktop from the bench for servicing.

GAS COOKTOP 90CM – MODEL GCT9020
• Slimline stainless steel construction
• 90cm Flush mount, built in gas cooktop
• USH commercial grade, cast iron, pan supports*
• 	5 burners including a 3.8kW triple ring burner
• Electronic, one touch, under knob, automatic ignition
• 	Comfort Grip stainless steel control knobs,
front mounted
• Flame Safe protection*
• Easy Access Servicing*

E A S

Easy Access
Servicing

0

51

89

Natural Gas
and LPG

0

Above top

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and
terminates the appliance’s operation should the flame
prematurely extinguish.
86

0

55

0

48

*USH, Ultimate Stability and Height pan supports are designed
to maximise the heat transfer to the cooking surface whilst
reducing Carbon Monoxide emissions.
*EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s
working parts from below avoiding the need of removing the
cooktop from the bench for servicing.
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GAS COOKTOP – MODEL GCTEK9020
Gas on Black Krystal glass construction
90cm flush mount, built in gas cooktop
ESTC Electronic Sensor Touch Controls
5 timers with auto stop and audible signal
Auto re-ignition
9 level electronic gas control
Low temperature function
USH commercial grade, cast iron,pan supports
5 burners including a 3.8kW double ring wok burner
Flame safe protection
Child Safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Easy access servicing
Arsenic free glass





•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E S T C

E A S

Arsenic Free
Glass

Natural Gas
and LPG

Easy Access
Servicing

Electronic Sensor
Touch Controls

Flush top

Semi flush top

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and
terminates the appliance’s operation should the flame
prematurely extinguish.
*USH, Ultimate Stability and Height pan supports are designed
to maximise the heat transfer to the cooking surface whilst
reducing Carbon Monoxide emissions.
*EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s
working parts from below avoiding the need of removing the
cooktop from the bench for servicing.

GAS COOKTOP 90CM – MODEL KCGCT9011
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless Steel construction
90cm gas cooktop
5 burners including triple ring wok burner
Flame Safe protection
Cast iron pan supports
Under knob auto ignition
Cool-touch metallised bakelite knobs

0

51

86

0

40
mi
n
40 .
Natural Gas
and LPG

Above top

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and terminates
the appliance’s operation should the flame prematurely extinguish.

84

0

0

48
n.
mi 0
3

n.

mi

0

54
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GAS COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL KCGCT6010
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional styling
Stainless Steel construction
60cm built in gas cooktop
1 rapid, 2 semi rapid and 1 simmer burners
Easy Access Servicing
Cast iron pan supports
Electronic one touch automatic ignition
Control knobs side mounted
Flame safe protection

E A S

00

Easy Access
Servicing

58

5

Natural Gas
and LPG

Above top

0

55

5

47

5

50

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and
terminates the appliance’s operation should the flame
prematurely extinguish.
*EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s
working parts from below avoiding the need of removing the
cooktop from the bench for servicing.

GAS COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL KCGCTK6011
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional styling
EzyKleen enamelled burner caps
Gas on glass construction
60cm built in gas cooktop
4 burners including a 3.3kW triple ring wok burner
Cast iron pan supports
Easy Access Servicing due to service access
from below
• Electronic one touch automatic ignition
• Control knobs side mounted
• Flame safe protection

0

0

55

Easy Access
Servicing

3

47

3
50

30

E A S

59

50

Natural Gas
and LPG

Above top

*Flame Safe automatically cuts off the gas supply and
terminates the appliance’s operation should the flame
prematurely extinguish.
*EAS, Easy Access Servicing provides access to the cooktop’s
working parts from below avoiding the need of removing the
cooktop from the bench for servicing.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
Product
Black Krystal Glass
construction

GCTEK9020

GCT9020

KCGCT9011

GCT6020

KCGCTK6011

KCGCT6010

Gas cooktop 90 cm

Gas cooktop 90 cm

Gas cooktop 90 cm

Gas cooktop 60 cm

Gas cooktop 60 cm

Gas cooktop 60 cm

X

Slimline Stainless Steel
construction

X
X

Stainless Steel construction

X
X

X

General characteristics
No. of gas burners, of which:

5

5

5

4

4

Wok 3.8kW

1 double ring

1 triple ring

1 triple ring

1 double ring

1 triple ring

Rapid 3kW

1

1

1

–

Semi-rapid 1.75kW

2

2

2

2

2

2

Simmer 1kW

1

1

1

1

1

1

Flame safe protection

X

X

X

X

X

X

Electronic ignition

X

X

X

X

X

X

Child safety lock

X

Timer for controlling the
power-off of each burner

X

Low temperature function

X

Touch control

X
front

front

front

side

side

X

X

Controls

front

Comfort grip
stainless steel knobs

X

Electronic one touch, under
knob automatic ignition

X

USH. Ultimate Stability and
Height cast-iron pan supports

4

1

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Width (mm)

860

890

860

590

590

580

Depth (mm)

510

510

510

510

500

500

Height (mm)

55

55

40

55

40

40

480 x 750

480 x 860

480 x 840

480 x 560

473 x 553

475 x 555

Accessories
Adaptor for wok burner
Dimensions

Built-in (D x L mm)
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Kleenmaid’s 34 year legacy in Australia
has been marked by its reputation for
quality, innovation and reliability,
and has been enjoyed by generations.
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COOKTOPS

electric – induction & ceramic

Kleenmaid was one of the first appliance
companies to introduce Induction cooking
into Australia and as such we have years
of expertise in the utilisation of this super
versatile cooking solution.
Induction elements work on magnetic
field technology, which means the heating
process only reacts with the metal in the
cookware. In fact a Kleenmaid induction
cooktop is up to 70% more efficient than
a traditional gas cooktop.
Kleenmaid induction and ceramic
cooktops have temperature sensors
which provide for rapid heating, precise
temperature control and even heat
distribution. In the case of Kleenmaid
induction all this is achieved as the
cooking surface remains cool and safe.

01

02

03

04

05

06

BEVELLED EDGES
01
	Sleek and Elegant – 22mm front and 5mm sides.
Can be surface or flush mounted
02

SLIDER TOUCH CONTROLS
Allows easy operation and direct touch to select a power level

BRIDGE FUNCTION
03
	Allows a pair of elements to be connected and then controlled
together (not on the ICT8010)
AUTOMATIC COOKING POWER LEVELS
04
	Functions of defrosting, keeping warm, and simmering
are automatically preset

36

05

SAFETY KEY LOCK
Ensures the cooktop cannot be activated unintentionally

06

TIMERS
Independent timers on each element are simultaneously usable

CAST IRON INDUCTION-READY
GRIDDLE – MODEL CIG4310
Specifically designed for use with Kleenmaid induction cooktops
with bridging and Thermal Dynamic Sensing. The CIG4310 can
be used on any gas or induction cooktop however Kleenmaid’s
induction cooktops with exclusive Thermal Dynamic Sensing
ensure that the temperature of the griddle does not become high
enough to cause over heating and damage to the cooktop.

HOW DOES INDUCTION WORK
FEATURES OF AN INDUCTION COOKTOP
• 	 HIGH EFFICIENCY
Induction is the most efficient technology for cooking.
Heat is generated directly in the cooking pan. Power and
heat loss is minimal.
• 	 REDUCED COOKING TIMES
Induction is from 30% to 50% faster than any other
cooking technology (vitroceramic, gas).
• 	 LOW SURFACE TEMPERATURES
The induction glass surface is only activated by contact with pots
and pans. For this reason, the degree of heating of the induction
surface is clearly less than traditional electric vitroceramic
surfaces. As a result of the low surface temperatures and the
smooth glass surface, cleaning is easier.
• 	 SAFETY
The induction system only recognises pots and pans with a
minimum predefined diameter but does not recognise cooking
utensils that could accidentally be left on the surface. A safety
key prevents accidental, unwanted activation.

• 	 COOKWARE RECOGNITION
The induction system recognises the presence of pots and
pans in the cooking area, automatically turning off and cooling
just a few seconds after they are removed.
It is even able to recognise different types of cookware.
OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF INDUCTION COOKING
Each cooking area consists of a copper wound inductor controlled
by an electronic system that generates a high-frequency induction
current that creates a magnetic field.
When a suitable piece of cookware (must be able to attract a
magnet), is placed upon the cooktop and the cooktop activated, the
magnetic induction circuit is completed and the cooking pot heats up.

WATER
HIGH FREQUENCY HEAT GENERATION
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

insulating material

insulating material

GLASS
INDUCTOR

FERRO-MAGNETIC COOKING POT

E A S

Easy Access
Servicing

94�C
70�C
42�C

TDS

AZI

EAS
Easy Access Servicing provides access to
the cooktop’s working parts from below the
unit. This avoids the need to remove the
whole cooktop from the bench if service
is required.

Plus

PLUS BOOST
Kleenmaid Induction cooktops have the
advantage of accelerated power of Boost
Plus resulting in 25% quicker heating
times than traditional induction boost.

PRE-SET TEMPERATURES
Depending on the models each Induction
and Ceramic cooktop is conveniently
programmed with pre-set cooking
temperatures. 42°C for defrosting or
melting things such as chocolate, 70°C
for keeping foods warm and above the
65°C food safe temperature. In addition
the ICT9021 and the ICT6021 have a 94°C
setting for simmering just under the boil.

PAUSE AND RESUME
In case you need to leave the cooktop
unattended the pause and resume function
allows you to pause all functions and
timers and resume them on your return.
This means you do not need to remember
where each item you were cooking was at
in the cooking cycle.

SPILL PROTECTION
Kleenmaid induction and ceramic cooktops
are fitted with sensors which turn off the
cooktop in the event of a spill. For your
safety these sensors will also turn off the
cooktop in the event of over heating of the
long absence or accidental start.

AUTOMATIC COOKING
This function applies boost to the selected
cooking zone for a period of time then
reduces the power to the selected level.
This is ideal for cooking things like pasta,
rice, or boiled eggs and avoids overflows,
spillages and burning of food due to
evaporation of water.

TDS
Thermal Dynamic Sensing ensures that the
temperature of cookware when used on the
ICT9021 Auto Bridge zone will not become
high enough to cause damage or over
heating to the cooktop and helps prevent
burning of food.

BIOMETRIC VISUAL INDICATOR
Our induction cooktops are uniquely
controlled via a chrome, inlayed biometric
indicator. This eases the operation of the
cooktop’s touch controls by indicating
where you place your finger in order to
operate the cooktop.

AZI
AZI or Active Zone Indicator, indicates which
controller is to be used when cookware is
placed on a cooking zone.

AUTO BRIDGING
The Auto Bridging function on the ICT9021
and 6021 models allows the two carbon
fibre zones to be bridged together so they
operate as one zone for use with cookware
such as the Kleenmaid cast iron griddle.
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INDUCTION COOKTOP 90CM – MODEL ICT9021

Plus

E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

Automatic
Cooking

Arsenic Free
Glass

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

Boost

94�C
70�C
42�C
Preset
Temperatures

8

Pause/
Resume

TDS

ZONE
Auto Bridging

8 Zone
Induction

Spill
Protection

• 90cm induction cooktop
• Bevelled shaped edges 22mm x 5mm
• Six elements – all with boost plus
• High power booster – 5.5kW
• 	Biometric Visual Indicator slider touch controls with 9
heating levels
• Thermal Dynamic Sensing
• Active Zone Indicator
• Five timers and egg timer
• 	Automatic cooking functions
defrosting 42°C, keep warm 70°C, simmering 94°C
• 	Bridge function on the central and right hand
elements – allows simultaneous operation with
a single control
• Pause and resume function plus child safety lock
• 	Auto-Stop in case of accidental start,
long absence, overflow, over temperature
• 	Power adapts automatically to the pot size
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access from below
• 	8 cooking zones

520
Child Safety
Lock

52

AZI
Active Zone
Indicator

880

Thermal Dynamic
Sensing

805
490
Biometric
Visual Indicator

Glass surface
mounted

Glass flush
mounted

INDUCTION COOKTOP 80CM – MODEL ICT8021

Plus

E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

Automatic
Cooking

Arsenic Free
Glass

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

Boost

94�C
70�C
42�C
Preset
Temperatures

5

Pause/
Resume

TDS

ZONE
Auto Bridging

8 Zone
Induction

Spill
Protection

Child Safety
Lock

Thermal Dynamic
Sensing

• 80 cm induction cooktop
• Bevelled shaped edges 22mm x 5mm
• Four elements – all with boost plus
• High power booster – 5.5kW
• 	Biometric Visual Indicator slider touch controls with 9
heating levels
• Thermal Dynamic Sensing
• Active Zone Indicator
• 	Bridge function on the central and right hand elements –
allows simultaneous operation with a single control
• Four timers
• Egg timer
• 	Automatic cooking functions
defrosting 42°C, keep warm 70°C, simmering 94°C
• Pause and resume function
• Child safety lock
• 	Auto-Stop in case of accidental start,
long absence, overflow, over temperature
• 	Auto-Power heating area and delivered power
automatically adapted to the pot
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access from below

520

780
52

AZI
750

38

Active Zone
Indicator

Biometric
Visual Indicator

Glass surface
mounted

Glass flush
mounted

490

INDUCTION COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL ICT6021

Plus

E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

Automatic
Cooking

Arsenic Free
Glass

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

Boost

94�C
70�C
42�C
Preset
Temperatures

Pause/
Resume

AZI
Child Safety
Lock

• 60cm induction cooktop
• Bevelled shaped edges 22mm x 5mm
• Four elements – all with boost plus
• High power booster – 5.5kW
• 	Biometric Visual Indicator slider touch controls
with 9 heating levels
• Active Zone Indicator
• Four timers and egg timer
• 	Automatic cooking functions defrosting 42°C,
keep warm 70°C, simmering 94°C
• 	Bridge function on the left hand element –
operation with a single control
• Pause and resume function
• Child safety lock
• 	Auto-Stop in case of accidental start,
long absence, overflow, over temperature
• 	Power adapts automatically to the pot size
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access
from below
• 	5 cooking zones

Biometric
Visual Indicator

Active Zone
Indicator

Spill
Protection

5
ZONE

520

590
52

5 Zone
Induction

560

Auto Bridging

Glass surface
mounted

490

Glass flush
mounted

CERAMIC COOKTOP 80CM – MODEL CCT8010

70�C

GERMAN

HiLight

E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

Arsenic Free
Glass

Extendable
Zones

Keep Warm
Function

Pause/
Resume

Spill
Protection

Cooking
Elements

• 80cm ceramic glass with quartz grey graphics
• Bevelled shaped edges 22mm x 5mm
• Four German Hi Light elements with rapid boost
start up
• Two extendable cooking zones making 6 cooking
zone options
• 	Slider touch control with direct access to nine
heating levels with a lighted display
• Automatic cooking
• Four timers
• Minute minder
• Pause and resume function
• Keep warm 70˚C function
• Recall function
• Child safety lock
• 	Auto-Stop in case of accidental start,
long absence, overflow, over temperature
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access
from below
520

780
45

RAPID
Automatic
Cooking

Boost Startup

750
Child Safety
Lock

Glass surface
mounted

490

Glass flush
mounted
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CERAMIC COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL CCT6010
• 60cm ceramic glass with quartz grey graphics
• Bevelled shaped edges 22mm x 5mm
• Four German Hi Light elements with rapid boost
start up
• Two extendable cooking zones making 6 cooking
zone options
• 	Slider touch control with direct access to nine
heating levels with a lighted display
• Automatic cooking
• Four timers
• Minute minder
• Pause and resume function
• Keep warm 70˚C function
• Recall function
• Child safety lock
• 	Auto-Stop (in case of accidental start,
long absence, overflow, over temperature)
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access
from below

70�C
E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

GERMAN

HiLight
Cooking
Elements

Arsenic Free
Glass

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

Extendable
Zones

Keep Warm
Function

Pause/
Resume

Spill
Protection

520

RAPID

590
45

Automatic
Cooking

Boost Startup

Child Safety
Lock

Glass surface
mounted

560

490

Glass flush
mounted

CERAMIC COOKTOP 60CM – MODEL KCCCT6020
• 60cm ceramic glass with Stainless Steel graphics
• Square ‘C’ shaped edges
• Four German Hi Light elements with rapid boost
start up
• Touch control with direct access to nine
heating levels
• Child safety lock
• Auto-Stop in case of accidental start, long
absence, overflow, over temperature
• Residual heat indicators
• 	Easy Access Servicing due to service access
from below

E A S

Easy
Access
Easy Access
Servicing
Servicing

Arsenic Free
Glass

H

Residual Heat
Indicator

GERMAN

HiLight

Spill
Protection

Cooking
Elements

Child Safety
Lock

520

590
45

Glass surface
mounted

40

Glass flush
mounted

560

490

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
Type
Arsenic free glass top

KCCCCT6020

CCT6010

CCT8010

ICT6021

ICT8021

ICT9021

Hi-Light Ceramic

Hi-Light Ceramic

Hi-Light Ceramic

Induction

Induction

Induction

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

4

4

4

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

General characteristics
Timers
Residual heat indicator lights

X

Automatic pan detection
Child safety lock

X

X

X

X

X

X

Touch control

X
X

X

X

X

X

9

9

9

9

9

Biometric Visual Indicator

X

X

X

Boost Plus 5.5kW

X

X

X

Active Zone Indicator

X

X

X

Slider touch control
Power levels

Easy Access Servicing

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

4+2

4+2

4

4

6

4

4

4

4

5

X

X

Cooking areas
Number of elements
Features
Egg timer
Thermal Dynamic Sensing
Pause and resume function

X

X

X

X

X

Keep Warm 70°C function

X

X

X

X

X

Defrost 42°C function

X

X

X

Simmering 94°C function

X

X

X

2600/3300/5500 Ø 260mm

1

1

2300 Ø 210mm

1

Induction element power and booster (W)

1850/2300/3000 Ø 180mm

2

2100/2600/3700 220 x 180mm

2

2

2

7400

7400

11100

Total Power W

2

Ceramic Hi-Light elements (W)
Front left – (double)

1800 Single

2200/1000

2200/1000

1200

1200

1200

1200 Single

2400/1500

2400/1500

Front right

1800

1200

1800

Total Power W

6000

7000

7600

Width (mm)

590

590

780

590

780

880

Depth (mm)

520

520

520

520

520

520

Height (mm – overall including glass)

45

45

45

52

52

52

560 x 490

560 x 490

750 x 490

560 x 490

750 x 490

805 x 490

Rear left
Rear right – (double)

Dimensions

Cut out (W x D mm)
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RANGEHOODS

providing a safe environment

Rangehoods are an essential element of
the modern kitchen. They not only
provide for the elimination of cooking
odours, they trap steam and grease
ensuring a safe, clean and comfortable
cooking environment.
A Rangehood can be a stunning design
feature or a concealed functional tool
depending on your needs and tastes.
Our designers have spent years perfecting
the balance between super extraction
performance and quiet efficiency, a
delicate balance which has been achieved
to perfection in Kleenmaid’s Next
Generation Rangehood collection.
Every Kleenmaid Premium Collection
Rangehood is created in Europe and
provides powerful efficiency combined
with elegant design lines and
practical features.
Design distinction, powerful
performance with whisper
quiet functionality.

44

01

02

03

04

05

06

01

TOUCH CONTROLS
4 function timer with automatic shut down

STAINLESS STEEL ProTec Micro FILTERS
02
	Professional baffle filters, easy to remove and clean in the dishwasher
03

150-MM AIR OUTLET
The 150-mm Ø air outlet allows excellent air flow

04

HALOGEN LAMPS
Low-consumption halogen lamps improve visibility and save energy

05

REMOTE CONTROL
Remotely controls the lights and motor operation

TIMER
06
	Offers a choice of 3 possibilities: 10, 15 and 20 minutes for delayed
power-off to obtain the perfect ventilation after cooking

ProTec Micro
Stainless steel professional baffle filters draw grease laden air through a
series of twisting channels effectively extracting a high percentage of the
grease without obstructing the air flow.

WHISPER
Low acoustic motor technology reduces the noise level of Kleenmaid
rangehoods by 16%.

AutoSensor
The sophisticated AutoSensor technology enables the rangehood to
automatically switched on when odours, steam or smoke are detected. The
extraction speed is automatically adjusted as required and the rangehood
will continue to operate until all residual odours have been eliminated from
your kitchen.

Not all features depicted are available on all models.
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WALL MOUNTED RANGEHOOD 90CM – MODEL RHSCK90
• Stainless steel and Black Krystal Glass
construction
• Unique Stainless Steel ProTec Micro
grease filters
• 12% more powerful performance, 900 m3/h
• 16% quieter sound rating for 47dbA with
Kleenmaid’s Whisper* technology
• 4 extraction speeds
• Front mount centre touch control panel
• Timer for automatic shut off for manual
operation
• 2 Halogen lamps
• Non return protection for external air
• 150mm diameter air venting capacity for
excellence performance

253

277

165
ProTec Micro

Whisper

min. 765
max 1250

508

40
900

450

SLIDE OUT RANGEHOOD 90CM – MODEL KCRHSO9010
Stainless steel front panel
Single fan 450m3/h
Noise 57 dbA
Ø air output 120mm
2 Halogen lamps
Aluminium anti-grease filter, washable
in dishwasher
• 3 speed touch button control
• Slow motion slide system
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ø 120

760

250

140

40

280

898

150
20

46

SLIDE OUT RANGEHOOD 60CM – MODEL KCRHSO6010
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel front panel
Single fan 450m3/h
Noise 57 dbA
Ø air output 120mm
2 Halogen lamps
Aluminium anti-grease filter, washable
in dishwasher
• 3 speed touch button control
• Slow motion slide system
Ø 120

46

0

140

40

59

8

280
155

WALL MOUNTED RANGEHOOD 60CM – MODEL RHMC60
WALL MOUNTED RANGEHOOD 90CM – MODEL RHMC90
• Unique Stainless steel professional ProTec Micro* grease filters
• 12% more powerful performance, 900m3/h
• 	16% quieter sound rating from 47 dbA with Kleenmaid’s
Whisper* technology
• 4 extraction speeds
• Front mount, centre touch control panel with night blue led lighting
• Slimline stainless steel construction
• Timer for automatic shut off for manual operation
• 2 halogen lights
• Non return protection for external air
• 150mm diameter air venting capacity for excellent performance

ProTec Micro

Whisper

275

326

min 696
max 1080

40

598-898

500
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REVERSIBLE VENTING SLIDE OUT RANGEHOOD 60CM – MODEL RHSOR60
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reversible venting option*
Slide out, with visible front panel
Stainless steel front panel
Single fan 450m3/h
Noise 59dbA
Ø air output 120mm
2 Halogen lamps
Aluminium anti-grease filter, washable in
dishwasher
• 3 speed touch button control
• Slow motion slide system
• Outside air non return flap

*The Kleenmaid RHSOR60 is unique in that it has
completely reversible exhaust venting.
The venting can be ducted to an external area in the
traditional way. However, if external venting is not
possible the rangehood can be reconfigured to vent
forward of the unit.

Air can be vented forward if external
ducting is not possible.

Air can be vented externally.

CONCEALED SLIDE OUT RANGEHOOD 60CM – MODEL RHSOG60
CONCEALED SLIDE OUT RANGEHOOD 90CM – MODEL RHSOG90
• Available in 60cm or 90cm width
• Concealed/slide out
• High performance up to 800m³/h
• Noise 53dbA
• 3 extraction speeds
• Push button speed controller
• 	2 halogen lamps with auto mode
• 	Aluminium anti-grease filter, washable in
the dishwasher
• Outside air non return flap
• Ø air output 150mm for increased performance

0

28

48

0

15

0-

290

322

40

97

559-8
59
498-7
98
ø150

The Kleenmaid RHSOG60 and 90 are a designer’s
answer to clean cabinetry lines. The rangehoods when
not in use are totally concealed from view yet when
operational become highly efficient slide out units.
This twin personality is due to Kleenmaid’s unique
drop down slide mechanism.

STAINLESS STEEL FIXED, UNDERMOUNT RANGEHOOD 60CM – RHUM60
STAINLESS STEEL FIXED, UNDERMOUNT RANGEHOOD 90CM – RHUM90
• Available in 60cm or 90cm width
• Fixed Stainless Steel flush mount
• Perimeter extraction for better performance
and aesthetics
• High performance up to 950³m/h
• AutoSensor technology
• Noise 51dbA
• 4 extraction speeds
• 2 Halogen lamps
• Aluminium anti-grease filter, washable in
the dishwasher
• Outside air non return flap
• Ø air output 150mm for increased performance

AutoSensor

WALL MOUNTED RANGEHOOD 90CM – MODEL KCRHSCK90
• Stainless steel and Black Krystal
glass construction
• 90cm wall-mounted rangehood
• Black glass control panel with illuminated
control knob
• High Performance 850m3/h
• Noise 57dbA
• 3 extraction speeds
• Aluminium grease filter 5 layers
• Two 1.5w LED lamps
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
Width

RHSCK90

RHUM60/90

KCRHSCK90

90 cm

60/90 cm

90 cm

X

X

X

Finish
stainless steel
glass

black krystal

glass

X

X

Type
island
wall-mounted
undermount

X

slide out
Extraction
version

extracting

extracting

extracting

conversion to filtering version

X

X

X

with addition of optional carbon filter

X

X

X

extraction flow capacity (m³/h)

900

950

850

maximum noise (dBA)

47

51

57

display

digital

digital

digital

control

soft touch

soft touch

knob

speed

4

4

3

timer

X

X

5-20 min

AUTO SENSOR

anti-grease filter saturation

X

X

X

carbon filter saturation (filtering)

X

X

X

delayed power-off

X

X

2

2

2 LED

X

X

X

General characteristics

delayed power-off time
Indicator lights

Remote control
Lighting
Halogen / LED
Maintenance and Cleaning
Anti-grease filters
No. Anti-grease filters

3

1

1

stainless steel
ProTec Micro

aluminium

aluminium

X

X

X

Max power absorbed W

290

290

250

Motor power W

250

210

210

Lamp power W

40

80

40

Power supply V/Hz

230-240/50

230-240/50

230-240/50

1,5

1,5

1.5

150

150

150

X

X

X

Anti-grease filter material
Filters washable in dishwasher
Technical characteristics

Power supply cord (m)
Installation
Diameter air output (mm)
Accessories (optional)
Carbon filter
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
Width

RHSOR60

RHSOG60/90

RHMC60/90

KCRHSO6010/9010

60 cm

60/90 cm

60/90 cm

60/90 cm

X

painted

X

X

Finish
stainless steel
glass

glass

Type
island
wall-mounted

X

undermount

X

X

slide out

X

X

X

X

reversible extracting

extracting

extracting

extracting

conversion to filtering version

X

X

X

X

with addition of optional carbon filter

X

X

X

X

extraction flow capacity (m³/h)

450

800

900

450

maximum noise (dBA)

59

53

47

57

control

slider

push button

touch

push button

speed

3

3

4

3

Extraction
version

General characteristics
display

timer

X

delayed power-off time

variable

Indicator lights
anti-grease filter saturation
carbon filter saturation (filtering)
delayed power-off

X

Remote control
Lighting
Halogen / LED

2

2

2

1

Anti-grease filters

X

X

X

X

No. Anti-grease filters

2

2

2

2

aluminium

aluminium

stainless steel
ProTec Micro

aluminium

X

X

X

X

Max power absorbed W

220

290

290

220

Motor power W

180

250

250

180

Lamp power W

40

40

40

40

Power supply V/Hz

230-240/50

230-240/50

230-240/50

230-240/50

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

120

120

150

120

X

X

X

X

Maintenance and Cleaning

Anti-grease filter material
Filters washable in dishwasher
Technical characteristics

Power supply cord (m)
Installation
Diameter air output (mm)
Accessories (optional)
Carbon filter
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DISHWASHERS

fully integrated and freestanding

At Kleenmaid we understand that the
kitchen is the heart of the home. Every
kitchen should be a place to meet, eat,
relax and get creative. With this in mind,
we have spent years developing the
Eco Sensitive Kleenmaid collection of
built-in and freestanding dishwashers.
Cleaning up after a big dinner party has
never been so easy.

innovative features
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
UPPER BASKET
Easily adjustable to allow
maximum flexibility between
each basket.

ADJUSTABLE
MUG SHELVES
MULTI-LOAD
TOP BASKET
Maximum flexibility
to accommodate any
combination.

SPOON RACK AND
GLASS SUPPORT

FULL 15
PLACE SETTING
Allows for the biggest
wash load.

TELL TALE
OPERATING LIGHT
Allows you to monitor
operation on the fully
integrated model.
EASY GRIP HANDLES
EASY GLIDE ROLLERS
Ergonomically designed to
ensure smooth operation.

HYGIENIC
SANITISATION
An extra high temperature 70°C
rinse can be selected to provide
an anti-bacterial rinse at the end
of any selected program.
THIRD ROW
CUTLERY TRAY

DELAYED START
Select to allow up to a 24hr
delay in operation.

54

wash programs and options
A selection of up to 10 wash programs with many variations provides exceptional
flexibility. You can achieve an outstanding wash result for every need from heavily soiled
pots and pans, to the most delicate glass ware, whilst maintaining low water consumption.

PRE-WASH / SOAK
Designed to rinse dishes preventing
unpleasant odours and food residue drying
onto dishes.

AUTO DELICATE 30°C – 40°C
Designed for sparkling delicate glassware.

INTENSIVE WASH 65°C
Provides a deep thorough cleaning cycle for
very soiled dishes with resistant soiling.

QUICK WASH 30 MINUTES
AT 45°C
A rapid wash program for slightly soiled
fragile dishes.

ECO 50°C
Perfect for lightly soiled dishes and utensils.

AUTO WASH 60°C – 70°C
Auto Wash automatically detects the level of
soiling and adjusts the washing parameters to
achieve the best wash result.

65˚C

HALF

z z
z

WASH

EXPRESS SPEED CYCLES
This option in combination with any full wash
program automatically shortens the cycle.

HYGIENIC SANITISATION OPTION
– EXTRA HOT DRYING
This function performs an extra high
temperature anti-bacterial, hygienic
sanitisation rinse at the end of the
washing cycle.

HALF LOAD 3 OPTIONS
To save water, energy and time select one of
three half load options.

“3 IN 1” TABLET
This clever feature allows the dishwasher to
adjust to accommodate a 3 in 1
detergent table.

DELAYED START
To delay the dishwasher from operating for up
to 24 hours.

CHILD LOCK
For extra safety and protection.

NIGHT WASH
Extra quiet wash cycle achieved by the
dishwasher adjusting its mechanics.

ACTIVE TURBO DRYING
An electronically operated fan extracts moist
air from the dishwasher enhancing the drying.

PAUSE/START
If you have forgotten to add something you
can add it by pressing the pause/start button.

JET WASH 18 MINUTES
Super quick wash for when you are in a hurry.

Features on both these pages are available depending on model.
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FULLY INTEGRATED – MODEL DW6021
• Fully integrated
• Third row cutlery tray
• Electronic sensor touch controls
• 15 place settings
• LED display and interior light
• 7 wash programs with 32 variations
• Residual hot air drying
• Energy rating 4 Stars
• WELS water rating 5 Stars
• Super quiet 47dBa
• Delayed start 1-24 hours
• Extra dry 65˚C sanitisation program
• Fast/Quick cycles from 40 minutes
• Operating light beam on floor
• 	Easy lift adjustable top basket
• Anti overflow protection
• Height adjustable
• Hygenic sanitisation / extra hot drying option
• Express speed cycles
• Strong wash additional pressure

Uniquely a fully integrated Dishwasher is one that comes with
an inner door skin upon which you add a door and handle built
from the same material as your cabinetry thus fully integrating
it with your kitchen.

820 - 870mm
580mm

Electrical, drain and
water supply line
entrances

80
100

600mm

Note: Door and handle not included and are for illustration purposes only

SEMI INTEGRATED DISHWASHER 60CM – MODEL KCDW6012
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semi Integrated
Internal lighting
Third layer cutlery tray
Electronic controls
14 place settings
6 programmes
Residual air drying

•
•
•
•
•

3/6/9/12 hour delay start
Super quiet 47dBa
Energy rating 3.5 stars
WELS Water rating 4.5 stars
Install kit for integrated
kick plate
• Easy lift adjustable top basket

820 - 870mm
580mm

Electrical, drain and
water supply line
entrances

80
100

600mm

A semi integrated Dishwasher is where your cabinetmaker provides a
three quarter panel to integrate with your kitchen cupboards.

Note: Door panel not included and is for illustration purposes only
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STAINLESS STEEL FREE STANDING/BUILT UNDER – MODEL KCDW6020S
• Freestanding/Built Under
• Electronic controls
• LED display
• 6 wash programs
• Residual hot air drying with extra drying option
• Energy rating 3 Stars
• WELS water rating 4.5 Stars
• Super quiet 49dBa
• 12 place setting
• Height adjustable upper basket
• Delayed start 1 – 12 hours
• New self-cleaning filter system
• Fast/Quick cycles – 30 minutes
• 	Easy lift 3 stage adjustable top basket
• Anti overflow protection
• Height adjustable
• Finger print resistant stainless steel
• Child lock

265

820 - 870mm

265
580mm

10.5

Electrical, drain and
water supply line
entrances

80
100

600mm

10.5

Models pictured below, MW4520 Combi Microwave (top), OMFHS6010 Combi Steam oven (bottom),
GCT6020 gas cooktop, KCDW6012 semi integrated dishwasher

Kleenmaid appliances have been enjoyed
by Australian families for over 30 years.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

DW6021

KCDW6020S

KCDW6012

Fully Integrated

Free Stand / Built In

Semi Integrated

4-level filtration system

•

•

•

Energy Rating (stars)

4

3

3.5

WELS water rating (stars)

5

4.5

4.5

Decibel rating (dBa)

47

47

47

Place settings - Australian

15

12

14

Residual heat

Residual heat

Residual heat

7 with 32 variations

6

6

Product
Performance

Drying systems
Wash programs
Number of wash programs
Normal Eco 45°C
Eco 50°C
Auto 50°C – 60°C

•

Super 70°C

•

Intensive 65°C

•

•

•

Pot Wash 55°C

•

•

•

Normal 55°C

•

Glass 40°C

•

•

•

90 Minute 65°C

•

•

•

Rapid Wash 40°C

•

•

•

Half Load

•
3 – 12 Hours

3 – 12 Hours

LED

•
•

Program display
Time delay start (1-24 hours)

•

Sensitive touch buttons
Electronic Sensor Touch Control

•

Rinse aid refill indicator

•

•

Audible end of cycle notification

•

•

Hygienic Sanitisation Option / Extra Hot Drying

•

Express / speed cycles

•

Indicator light beam on floor

•

“3 in 1” tablet wash program
•

Inclusions
LED interior light

•

Creative space upper basket for extra loading capacity

•

•

•

Easy-lift adjustable top basket

•

•

•

Third row cutlery tray

•

Folding cup racks

•

•

•

Large movable cutlery basket

•

•

•

Full extending roll-out basket

•

•

•

Durable wheels on lower basket

•

•

•

Handle on baskets for manoeuvrability

•

Fold down racking in lower basket

•

•

•

Anti-leakage device

•

•

•

Anti-overflow mechanism

•

•

•

•

•

Pause / Resume

•

•

•

Hot water inlet hose anti-bursting safety mechanism

•

•

•

Concealed heating element

•

•

•

Variable arc door hinges

•

•

•

Door spring adjustment

•

•

•

Child Lock

•

Rear foot adjustment from front

•

•

Decorator plinth kit

•

•

•

Integrated

Stainless Steel

Semi Integrated

598

598

Appearance
Colours
Integration with kitchen cupboards
Width (mm)
Depth (mm) (Front of control panel to rear)
Height (mm)
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•
598

•

570

570

570

815 – 870

815 – 870

815 – 870

BUILT IN VACUUM CASSETTE – MODEL BIVC3710
The Kleenmaid Built in Vacuum Cassette is a unique appliance that can be easily installed in any
application where there is a need to conveniently remove typical floor and bench waste.
Ideal for laundry, kitchen, workshop or retail areas.
Not suitable where the unit would come in contact with pooling water.
Features HEPA filter technology to improve air quality by removing such things
as pollen, dust, pet dander, dust mites etc.
TO SEE A VIDEO OF THE BIVC3710 GO TO www.builtinvac.com.au

The BIVC3710 installed ready for operation

When the door is touched the door automatically opens
and the vacuum commences operation

When the bag needs replacing simply
slide the unit forward

Open the lid and replace
the bag as required

310 min.

105

450 mm
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Imagine a washing machine with unique features that provide a better, gentler
and more economical wash result. European engineered and manufactured,
Kleenmaid’s Eco Sensitive Tri Synergy technology does just that.

ECO SENSITIVE WASHING MACHINE – MODEL LW8014

eco sensitive

WASHING MACHINE

The dawning of a new era in domestic laundry appliances... The Kleenmaid
Eco Sensitive Washer, introducing exclusive Tri Synergy Technology.

550mm
595mm

840mm

• Unique Detergent Mix and Spray system improves the
wash with less time and water.
• Rapid 12 minute wash with a daily 60 minute option.
• Dynamic Drum ensures no tangling and a more efficient
rinse, using less water and energy.
• 15 fully customisable wash programmes with an
8kg capacity.
• The Boomerang wall panels provide more strength, less
noise and vibration increasing the machine’s life.
• Eco Logical system weighs the wash load to auto set the
water and time parameters.
• Four rinse options, including Allergy Safe, with a
maximum temperature setting of 90°C.
• Multiple spin speeds with an optimum 1400 RPM.
• Three wash stain levels with an easy iron programme.
• Seven allergen and four bacteria types can be eliminated
by utilising the Allergy Safe programme.
• Easy to read digital wash cycle indicator.
• Wash with mixed colours and whites due to Detergent
Mix and Spray system.
• European engineered and manufactured with Quality
German electronics.
• Fully controllable Digital Drive motor.
• Add and remove garment pause function.
• High mount, extra-large 47cm door and handle for easy
access and safer ergonomics.
• Dimensions 845H x 597W x 582D
• Door diameter 470mm

Tri Synergy
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DRYER

sensor controlled
SENSOR CONTROLLED VENTED DRYER 7KG – MODEL KCDV60
540mm
600mm

830mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7kg capacity
Front air venting only
Door open angle 180˚
Inner door diameter 410mm
Drum volume 97 litre
Electronically controlled drying
Touch control with LED display indicators in red
Cabinet colour white
4 programmes including, Cotton standard and
extra, synthetic standard and extra
Start and Pause
Anti-Crease programme
Child lock
Energy rated 2 star
Noise level 69 dbA
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In conclusion, we stand by our motto “the best you can own.”
We invite you to enjoy a “Kleenmaid Experience” by visiting one of our
gallery partners whose locations can be found on our website
www.kleenmaid.com.au

THE BEST
YOU CAN OWN
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Pictured: Model number ICT9021.
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Kleenmaid cooking
demonstration classes, enjoy
an amazing taste experience.

Fabulous food, fantastic fun and lots to learn
Nature does all she can to create nutritious ingredients, however how well you cook those
ingredients will determine whether you get to enjoy that nutrition and just how tantalising
it tastes.
Our in-store cooking programs called, Kleenmaid Culinary Creations, combine seasonal
menu ideas and cooking tips with sensational tastes and aromas.
With a generous dash of entertainment and the opportunity to get hands on, a Kleenmaid
Culinary Creations experience is ideal for those looking to add some flavour to their
cooking repertoire.
	Kleenmaid Culinary Creations recipes are posted on our website:
www.kleenmaid.com.au. Click on the recipes icon.
	To enquire about a Culinary Creations experience near you
email support@kleenmaid.com.au
or go on line at www.kleenmaid.com.au under the Cooking Class icon.
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Our hassle free after sales service support
At Kleenmaid we believe the strength of a brand and the true satisfaction in making a
correct purchase is in the after sales and service support that is provided.
Our products are covered by our hassle free, full, 3 year parts and labour warranty.
All service is carried out by independent, fully qualified technicians who provide expert
and unbiased diagnosis and rectification of any faults.
To find a professional Kleenmaid Authorised service technician in your area please go to
www.kleenmaid.com.au and select the service company of your choice.
For terms and conditions of sale and warranty please go to www.kleenmaid.com.au

Enjoy a Kleenmaid experience today

The appliance models depicted and specifications listed in this publication are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct any errors,
misprints or descriptions. Whilst due care is taken, we accept no responsibility for any errors, misprints, or wrong descriptions that may appear in this publication. We recommend that you do not
use or rely on the specifications or details of the appliances in this publication for the installation of any appliance. Please consult the technical literature supplied with the appliance for the correct
installation procedure, use and specifications.
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Experience the best you can own today.
To find a showroom near you where you can see
the entire Kleenmaid collection fully operational go to
www.kleenmaid.com.au
or phone 02 9310 1207
OVER 23,000
FACEBOOK
FOLLOWERS

Level 2,
204 Botany Rd
Alexandria NSW, 2015
E: support@kmaid.com.au
Compass Capital Services Pty Limited
trading as Kleenmaid ABN 96138214525

www.kleenmaid.com.au

Print Code KY3000717

Kleenmaid: the best you can own THE PREMIUM EUROPEAN APPLIANCE COLLECTION

